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a b s t r a c t
Analysis of gene expression data remains one of the most promising avenues toward reconstructing
genome-wide gene regulatory networks. However, the large dimensionality of the problem prohibits
the ﬁtting of explicit dynamical models of gene regulatory networks, whereas machine learning methods
for dimensionality reduction such as clustering or principal component analysis typically fail to provide
mechanistic interpretations of the reduced descriptions. To address this, we recently developed a general
methodology called motif activity response analysis (MARA) that, by modeling gene expression patterns
in terms of the activities of concrete regulators, accomplishes dramatic dimensionality reduction while
retaining mechanistic biological interpretations of its predictions (Balwierz, 2014).
Here we extend MARA by presenting ARMADA, which models the activity dynamics of regulators
across a time course, and infers the causal interactions between the regulators that drive the dynamics
of their activities across time. We have implemented ARMADA as part of our ISMARA webserver,
ismara.unibas.ch, allowing any researcher to automatically apply it to any gene expression time course.
To illustrate the method, we apply ARMADA to a time course of human umbilical vein endothelial cells
treated with TNF. Remarkably, ARMADA is able to reproduce the complex observed motif activity dynamics using a relatively small set of interactions between the key regulators in this system. In addition, we
show that ARMADA successfully infers many of the key regulatory interactions known to drive this
inﬂammatory response and discuss several novel interactions that ARMADA predicts. In combination
with ISMARA, ARMADA provides a powerful approach to generating plausible hypotheses for the key
interactions between regulators that control gene expression in any system for which time course measurements are available.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Understanding the structure, dynamics, and functioning of the
genome-wide regulatory networks that control gene expression
is one of the central challenges in systems biology. Gene regulatory
networks allow individual cells to respond and adapt to changes in
their environments, and allow multi-cellular eukaryotes to express
a single underlying genotype, shared by all their cells, into a large
variety of phenotypically and functionally distinct cell types. More
than half a century has passed since the discovery of the basic biophysical mechanism underlying gene regulation [2], and during
this time much has been learned about the molecular players
involved in gene regulation, and the speciﬁc mechanisms through
which they act. Very roughly speaking, in the cells of multi-cellular
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eukaryotes there are hundreds of regulatory proteins and RNAs
expressed that bind in a sequence-speciﬁc manner to short
sequence motifs within the DNA and RNA. The binding constellations of these regulatory proteins determine the rates at which
genes are being transcribed, the stability of mRNAs, and the rates
at which they are being translated.
We not only understand the basic molecular mechanisms, in
well-studied model organisms most of the molecular players are
known as well, i.e. comprehensive lists of transcription factors
TFs [3] and regulatory RNAs such as miRNAs [4] are available,
and for many of these there is also information about their targets
and their functioning. However, knowing the molecular players
and understanding the molecular mechanisms involved does not
mean that we understand how gene regulatory networks function
as systems. For example, how the actions of regulatory genes are
coordinated to maintain and stabilize cell identity is not understood. Similarly, although it has recently become clear that, given
an appropriate perturbation in the expression of regulatory proteins, cells can be driven from one cell type to another [5], what
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perturbations would be needed to transdifferentiate cells from a
particular cell type to a given desired target type is not understood.
How to recognize the breakdown in control of gene expression,
which may be associated with particular disease states, is another
example of a systems-level question to which we currently have
little insight.
To appreciate the magnitude of the challenge we face in
answering such questions, it helps to recognize just how fragmentary our knowledge of genome-wide gene regulatory interactions
still is in higher eukaryotes. For example, of the roughly 1500 TFs
present in mammalian genomes [6], binding speciﬁcities are
known for less than half, e.g. [7]. The ability of TFs to bind to their
cognate sites depends on the local state of the chromatin which
can be modiﬁed in a large number of ways, i.e. through chemical
modiﬁcation of the histone tails within nucleosomes. These epigenetic marks are both ‘read’ and ‘written’ by chromatin modifying
enzymes which in turn may be recruited to speciﬁc loci by TFs
bound to the DNA. This potentially complex feedback between
chromatin state and TF binding is currently poorly understood.
TFs may interact through direct protein–protein contacts with each
other and with a large number of co-factors, and our knowledge of
these interactions is very incomplete. Although regulation of transcription initiation is of crucial importance for the control of gene
expression, expression is also regulated at the level of transcript
processing (splicing, poly-adenylation), mRNA transport, transcript
stability, translation initiation and elongation, and protein degradation. Although some aspects of this post-transcriptional regulation have been investigated in some detail, e.g. the role of
micro-RNAs in regulating transcript stability and translation,
by-and-large our knowledge of this post-transcriptional regulation
is extremely limited. In addition, the ‘activity’ of regulatory factors
is not only determined by their mRNA and protein expression level,
but also by post-translational modiﬁcation (e.g. phosphorylation at
speciﬁc residues), by their localization within the cell, by their
interaction with co-factors, and so on. In other words, although
our knowledge of the individual players and interactions in gene
regulatory networks has been steadily increasing, the things we
do not know still outnumber the things we know by many-fold.
Given this, it is clear that we are still very far removed from being
able to meaningfully simulate detailed models of the functioning of
gene regulatory networks. There is little point in taking all the
information we happen to know, and pouring them into a mathematical model or computational simulation, without realistically
dealing with the fact that there is much more we do not know.
1.1. Using gene expression data to infer regulatory networks
Instead of expecting to establish a detailed model of the functioning of the genome-wide gene regulatory network, much
research focuses on more modest goals, such as identifying the
key regulators operating in a particular model system. Since there
are at least hundreds of potential regulators, it is generally unfeasible to experimentally investigate the role of all potential regulators. However, with the advent of high-throughput technologies
such as next-generation sequencing, it has become relatively easy
to measure gene expression and chromatin state genome-wide.
Over the last decade, many researchers have thus turned to such
methodologies with the aim of identifying the key regulatory interactions acting within their speciﬁc model systems.
From the point of view of computational methods, the question
has thus become of how we can most efﬁciently use
high-throughput data, such as genome-wide gene expression data,
to learn about the key regulatory interactions acting in a given system. Indeed, a large number of methods for performing inference
of regulatory networks from gene expression data has been proposed over the years, ranging from mostly descriptive methods
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that aim to summarize the structure of these high-dimensional
datasets in terms of a relatively small number of statistical features, to highly speciﬁc methods that ﬁt the data in terms of concrete models of the genome-wide gene expression dynamics, e.g.
using coupled differential equations, Gaussian models, or
Bayesian network models, see e.g. [8–10] for reviews.
On one end of this scale, methods that aim to ﬁt the data using
speciﬁc models of the underlying gene regulatory network generally suffer from the ‘curse of dimensionality’. Put simply, because
the number of possible regulatory network architectures is huge,
the amount of data that would be necessary to reliably infer the
regulatory network is many orders of magnitude larger than even
the largest high-throughput datasets can provide. To uniquely predict a regulatory network from the data, these methods employ
regularization schemes that aim to minimize either the total number of regulatory interactions, their magnitudes, or a combination
of both. However, it is unclear to what extent we should expect
such ‘minimal’ networks to match the true underlying biological
network. Moreover, in order for the network inference to be computationally feasible, these methods are often forced to treat all
genes as equivalent, thereby ignoring all kinds of relevant prior
biological information. For example, many of such methods simply
investigate the correlation or mutual information between all pairs
of genes, and consider possible regulatory interactions between
any pair of genes, even though prior biological knowledge indicates
that most genes do not act as regulators.
On the other end of the scale, many methods focus simply on
reducing the dimensionality of the data by identifying statistical
descriptors that capture the main features of the data. These
include well-known methods such a principal component analysis
(PCA), which ﬁnds linear combinations of the variables (e.g. genes
and conditions) which carry most of the variance in the data, as
well as various clustering methods that divide the genes and or
samples into a relatively small number of subsets that show similar expression proﬁles. Although such methods are very valuable in
clarifying the structure of the data, it is generally difﬁcult to relate
the structures that they identify to underlying biological mechanisms. For example, when a particular subset of genes is predicted
to form a ‘co-regulated module’, it is generally unclear what
follow-up experiments could be done to further characterize or
even validate this prediction.
1.2. Motif activity response analysis
In our view, the challenge facing methods for gene regulatory
network reconstruction consist in reducing the dimensionality of
the problem, so that models can be meaningfully ﬁtted to the data,
on the one hand, while at the same time incorporating relevant
prior biological information, and formulating the models in terms
of concrete biological mechanisms that are amenable to direct
experimental follow-up, on the other hand. A few years ago we
proposed an approach to regulatory network inference, called
motif activity response analysis (MARA), which combines these
desirable features [11]. First, recognizing that much of
genome-wide mRNA expression levels are controlled by transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulators, MARA models gene
expression levels explicitly in terms of the activities of TFs and
miRNAs. To do this, MARA makes use of the fact that, both for
miRNAs and for many TFs, targets genes can be computationally
predicted based on DNA and RNA sequence analysis. That is,
MARA ﬁrst computationally predicts, for each of hundreds of TFs
and miRNAs, which transcripts are regulated by each of these regulators. MARA then uses a very simple linear model to relate the
observed expression levels of all transcripts in terms of the activities of the regulators. In this way, the very high-dimensional gene
expression data, i.e. involving expression levels of tens of
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thousands of different transcripts, are reduced to a few hundred
motif activities. Moreover, since MARA also rigorously quantiﬁes
the uncertainty in the inferred motif activities, motifs can be sorted
by how much of the observed expression data they explain.
Dimensionality can then further be reduced by considering only
those motifs that signiﬁcantly affect gene expression levels, which
is typically on the order of one or two dozen motifs. In this way the
high-dimensional gene expression data is reduced to the activities
of a modest number of key regulators. Importantly, however, since
these motif activities represent the action of speciﬁc TFs and
miRNAs, these predictions are directly amenable to experimental
follow-up, e.g. through perturbation of the levels of these regulators, through mapping their genome-wide targets using ChIP-seq,
and so on.
After the initial presentation of MARA and its application to
inferring the core regulatory network of a differentiating human
cell line [11], MARA has since been applied to a large number of
different mammalian systems [12–27] and extended to model
genome-wide chromatin marks in terms of epigenetic motif activities [28]. Remarkably, in all these systems, MARA’s predictions of
key regulators and their interactions were subsequently conﬁrmed
by experimental validation. It may seem surprising that a simple
linear model, which ignores much of the known biological complexity, so robustly identiﬁes key regulators across a wide variety
of mammalian systems. Indeed, MARA’s linear model generally
performs very poorly at predicting the expression proﬁles of individual genes. However, because typical regulators target hundreds
of genes, the inferred motif activities are statistical averages of the
behaviors of all predicted targets and these averages are highly
robust. That is, motif activities can be accurately estimated because
the complexities of the regulation at each individual target are
effectively averaged out. We recently implemented MARA as a
completely automated tool, called the Integrated System for
Motif Activity Response Analysis (ISMARA) [1], which is available
through a web interface at ismara.unibas.ch. Here users can upload
gene expression data (micro-array or RNA-seq) and have MARA
performed automatically, with the results provided through an
interactive graphical web interface.

1.3. Toward a causal dynamics of motif activities
So far, MARA infers motif activities independently for each
experimental condition in which gene expression was measured.
Here we propose the ﬁrst steps toward modeling the dynamics of
motif activities across a time course of gene expression measurements. Time-series data provide not only the opportunity to separate out events which occur on different timescales and transient
behavior, but also illustrate the sequence of events. This extra
information allows us to begin moving from establishing correlations to establishing causality, an important step in reaching the
goal of a mechanistic understanding of a process.
Here we present ARMADA (Auto Regressive Motif Activity
Dynamics Analysis) which combines MARA with auto-regressive
modeling to infer causal interactions between regulators. In particular, we ﬁrst apply MARA to a time course of gene expression measurements to infer a time course of motif activities. We then use an
auto-regressive model that models the motif activities at time t as
a function of the motif activities at time t  1. To control the complexity of the model we make a number of simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the function relating the motif
activities at time t to those of time t  1 is time invariant, i.e. the
same at each time point. Second, we assume that the change in
motif activities from time t  1 to t is a simple linear function of
the current motif activities. Note, however, that even if we only
consider the dynamics of the top M most signiﬁcant motifs, there

are still M 2 possible motif–motif interaction parameters in our
model, and typical gene expression time courses still do not contain enough data to unambiguously determine all parameters.
We will thus additionally assume that motif–motif interactions
are sparse, favoring models with few connections.
The organization of the paper is as follows. We will ﬁrst review
the methods employed in motif activity response analysis, including the predictions of binding sites for TFs and miRNAs, the
assumptions underlying our linear model, and the target predictions. After this we will introduce our ARMADA method, explain
how we optimally ﬁt its parameters to the motif activity dynamics,
and describe the results its outputs. To illustrate the method we
apply it to a time course of gene expression data of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) that are treated with TNFa. As
is well-known, such treatment will trigger an inﬂammatory
response in HUVECs and we show how ARMADA infers interactions between key regulators of this response, including several
direct interactions that are known in the literature, and several
novel predictions. We have implemented ARMADA as part of our
ISMARA web server, allowing any user to automatically perform
ARMADA on any dataset that was analyzed by ISMARA.
2. Methods
2.1. Motif activity response analysis
MARA ﬁrst quantiﬁes genome-wide gene expression patterns in
terms of the expression levels of promoters. In particular, for a
given model organism MARA starts from a curated promoterome,
i.e. a genome-wide collection of promoters. For human and mouse
these promoteromes where constructed primarily from
deep-sequencing data of transcription start sites (deepCAGE data
[29]). As described previously, promoters were deﬁned as sets of
neighboring transcription start sites (TSSs) on the genome that,
within measurement noise, are co-regulated across a large panel
of conditions, and were identiﬁed from deepCAGE data using a
Bayesian method described previously [30].
2.1.1. Expression data processing
Most algorithms for network inference do not consider the
pre-processing of raw input data to be part of the inference problem, and assume processed data to be provided. This can sometimes lead to a somewhat careless attitude toward the details of
raw data-processing, e.g. not carefully distinguishing between
transcript-level and gene-level expression values, between relative
and absolute expression levels, between log-transformed and non
log-transformed expression levels, etcetera. However, in our experience the quality of the network inference crucially depends on
the care given to the pre-processing of raw data and in ISMARA
all pre-processing steps are an integral part of the method. We here
brieﬂy summarize ISMARA’s pre-processing of gene expression
data and refer the reader to [30] for details. ISMARA uses comprehensive transcript collections, such as the Gencode transcript collection [31], to associate a set of transcript isoforms to each
promoter. The micro-array or RNA-seq input data is then used to
estimate, for each promoter p and each sample s, the relative
log-expression level Eps , which is deﬁned as the logarithm of the
number of mRNAs in sample s deriving from promoter p per million mRNAs.
To calculate Eps for micro-array data, the data are ﬁrst corrected
for background and non-speciﬁc binding and probes that show no
statistical evidence of speciﬁc expression in all input samples are
removed. Instead of relying on annotation from the array manufacturer, ISMARA maps all probe sequences to the transcript set, taking into account that a given probe may map to multiple transcript
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isoforms, which may or may not all be associated with the same
promoter. The log-expression Eps of a promoter is a weighted average of the log-intensities all probes that map to transcripts that are
associated with the promoter.
Similarly, for RNA-seq data all reads are mapped to the transcripts of the transcript set. When a read maps to n different
transcripts, each transcript is assigned a weight 1=n. A transcript’s expression level is estimated as the total weight of reads
mapped to it divided by the transcript length. The expression
level of the promoter is the sum of the expression levels of the
transcripts associated to it. To reduce artefactual ﬂuctuations in
the estimated expression of low expressed promoters due to
the Poisson noise in read counts, a pseudo-count is added to each
promoter which correspond to the ﬁfth-percentile of all promoters’ expression levels in the sample. Finally, the expression values
Eps are obtained by normalizing all expression levels to the sum
of expression levels in the sample, multiplying by one million,
and log-transforming.
2.1.2. Regulatory site prediction
The second key ingredient of ISMARA consists of computationally predicted regulatory sites for a large collection of mammalian TFs and miRNAs. We ﬁrst curated a set of 190
regulatory motifs, i.e. position speciﬁc weight matrices, that represent the binding speciﬁcities of  350 mammalian TFs using
data from motif databases [32,33] together with data from the
literature and our own analysis of ChIP-chip and ChIP-seq data.
For each promoter we obtained a multiple alignment of a 1 kilobase region centered on its TSS together with orthologous segments from 6 other mammals (the 7 species being human,
mouse, rhesus macaque, dog, cow, horse, and opossum). We then
used the MotEvo algorithm [34] to predict functional transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) for all motifs in each alignment.
MotEvo is a Bayesian algorithm that predicts TFBSs by combining
a physical binding model with phylogenetic information from the
multiple alignment to give a higher posterior probability to binding sites which show evidence of having being conserved. The
TFBS predictions are ﬁnally summarized in a matrix N, where
N pm is the sum of the posterior probabilities of all predicted
TFBSs for motif m in promoter p. Similarly, to incorporate
post-transcriptional regulation by miRNAs we use target site predictions from TargetScan using preferential conservation scoring
(P CT ) [35]. The target ‘site count’ N pm for a miRNA seed family
m targeting promoter p is calculated as the average of the
TargetScan scores across all transcripts associated with promoter
p. Our collections of regulatory motifs and target site predictions
can all be obtained from our SwissRegulon database [36].
2.1.3. Bayesian inference using a linear model
MARA then ﬁts the observed expression data Eps in terms of the
computationally predicted site-counts N pm and (unknown) motif
activities Ams using a simple linear model

Eps ¼ ~cs þ cp þ

X

Npm Ams þ noise;

ð1Þ

m

where ~cs is a sample-dependent normalization constant which
reﬂects the total expression in the sample, and cp is the ‘basal’ or
average expression of promoter p.
MARA uses a Bayesian procedure in which a Gaussian prior is
h
i
assigned to each motif activity PðAms Þ / exp kA2ms and the likelihood model PðEjAÞ assumes that the noise term, the difference
between the predicted and observed expression levels resulting
from measurement error, biological ﬂuctuation and model error,
are Gaussian distributed with unknown variance r2 , i.e.

"


P
X Eps  cp  ~cs  m Npm Ams
PðEjAÞ / exp 
2r 2
p;s

2 #
:

ð2Þ

The parameter k of the Gaussian prior is ﬁtted through a
cross-validation procedure, whereby k is ﬁrst ﬁt on a
randomly-selected set comprising 80% of promoters and then used
to predict expression values for all promoters. The average
squared-deviation of these predicted values from the observed
expression levels is then minimized, using the remaining 20% of
all promoters as a test set.
The model (2) can be easily solved and the posterior distribution PðAjEÞ is given by a multi-variate Gaussian whose maximum
and covariance matrix can be expressed in terms of the singular
value decomposition of the site-count matrix N. Since the entire
posterior distribution PðAjEÞ can thus be explicitly calculated, we
can calculate any particular statistics of interest. Full details of
the form and calculation of the solution can be found in Eqs. (4)–
(10) of the supplementary material of [30].
2.1.4. Interpretation of the linear model
Whereas in many network inference algorithms the expression
levels of regulators are used to directly estimate their ‘activity’ in
each of the samples, MARA does not use the observed mRNA levels
of the regulators. Instead, the motif activities Ams are inferred from
the observed expression of the predicted targets of the motif m and
since the precise biological interpretation of these motif activities
may be unclear, we here provide a more detailed interpretation
of the linear model (2) and its associated motif activities.
Since the Eps correspond to log expression values, the linear
model calculate the absolute expression X ps ¼ eEps as

X ps ¼ as bp

Y

eNpm Ams ;

ð3Þ

m

with the constants as ¼ e~cs and bs ¼ ecp . If we furthermore deﬁne
kms ¼ eAms we have

X ps ¼ as bp

Y

ðkms ÞNpm :

ð4Þ

m

Thus, the model effectively assumes that, in sample s, each occurrence of a binding site for motif m multiplies the transcript level
of promoter p by a factor kms . Whenever Ams > 0 the multiplicative
factor kms > 1, leading to an increased expression, whereas when
Ams < 0 the occurrence of a binding site for motif m leads to a
repression of promoter p’s transcript level. These multiplicative factors can be interpreted as follows. Imagine that the TFs binding to
motifs m function as activators. Whenever a site for motif m is
added to promoter p, this site will be bound a certain fraction of
the time f ms which will generally be a function of the nuclear concentration of TFs that can bind to sites of motif m in sample s. The
model now assumes that, whenever this site is bound, this increases
the general afﬁnity or binding energy of the RNA polymerase to the
promoter, leading to an increase in the transcription rate by a factor
cms compared to the situation when the promoter is not bound. This
factor may depend on the condition s because it may depend on
other variables, such as the presence of co-factors, which may vary
across conditions. Thus, adding the binding site for motif m to promoter p increases the transcription rate of promoter p by a factor
ð1 þ cms f ms Þ ¼ kms . Note that for TFs acting as repressors we would
have cms < 1, i.e. the binding of the site would lower the transcription rate. In summary, the model assumes that each binding site in
promoter m will be bound some condition-dependent fraction f ms of
the time, and that whenever a site is bound, this leads the transcription rate to be altered by a factor cms . The main simplifying assumption that the model makes is that the factor kms ¼ ð1 þ cms f ms Þ is the
same at each promoter, and independent of the other sites occurring
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at the promoter. Although we do not expect this assumption to hold
in general, it does not seem unreasonable to expect that it may hold
approximately for a substantial fraction of promoters that are targeted by a given motif.
In conclusion, the exponent of the motif activity eAms can be
interpreted as the fold-change in the expression level of a promoter that is predicted to be observed in sample s if a binding site
for motif m were to be added to the promoter. Since MARA also
predicts the locations of the binding sites determining the
site-count N pm for each motif and promoter, these predictions are
also directly amenable to experimental veriﬁcation, i.e. using
experiments in which promoter sites are mutated.

established application in ﬁelds ranging from ﬁnance to ecology.
There is a large corpus of knowledge regarding various extensions
and postprocessing of the basic autoregressive model which have
been well summarized in [37,38], see also [39,40].
The basic premise of an order-1 autoregressive model (AR(1)
model) is that the state of the system at time t, i.e. in our case an
M-dimensional motif activity vector ~
At , with M the number of

2.2. ARMADA: an autoregressive model of motif activity dynamics

het;m et;n i ¼ K1
mn is the covariance in the noise. That is, the matrix K is
the inverse of the covariance matrix of the noise.
Expressed in this form, the problem can be thought of as a
simultaneous multiple linear regression: let us construct a matrix
of ‘‘predictors’’, X, by stacking the row vectors of our state vector
from t ¼ 1 . . . T  1:

motifs, can be modeled as a weighted sum of the system state at
the previous time point, t  1, up to some additive Gaussian noise:

At;m ¼ At1;m þ

X

At1;n dt1 W nm þ et;m

8t 2 1 . . . T

ð9Þ

n

where e is the zero-mean Gaussian noise process with het;m i ¼ 0 and

Here we propose to go beyond the inference of independent
motif activities Ams for each sample s, and present a model for
inferring causal interactions between motif activities from time
course gene expression measurements. We assume that, at least
formally, the motif activity proﬁle ~
AðtÞ across the time course
obeys a differential equation of the form

ð10Þ

Furthermore, let’s deﬁne the discrete motif activity derivatives

AðtÞ
d~
A; tÞ;
¼ Fð~
dt

ð5Þ
at;m ¼

where the function F is a function of all current motif activities and
possible other ‘outside’ inﬂuences, and which may also be
time-dependent. In this general form the problem is hugely
underdetermined and to make progress we make a number of
assumptions. First of all, we will assume that the function F does
not explicitly depend on time, i.e. Fð~
A; tÞ ¼ Fð~
AÞ. This means, in particular, that any outside inﬂuences are assumed approximately constant over the length of the time course.
Second, since ISMARA infers motif activity changes, the average
P
activity of each motif across the time course is zero, i.e. t Amt ¼ 0,
for all m. In other words, the activity Amt at time point t denotes the
deviation at time point t of motif m from its average activity over
the time course. We will make the assumption that these deviations are small enough such that the function Fð~
AÞ can be approximated to ﬁrst order in these ‘deviations’, i.e. we write

d~
AðtÞ ~
¼ Fð0Þ þ ~
AðtÞ  W:
dt

inﬂuence that consistently drives motif activities (either upward or
downward). For notational simplicity, we will write

F m ð0Þ ¼ A0 W 0m ;

X
At1;n W nm ;

ð8Þ

n

where dt1 is the time interval from time point t  1 to time point t.
The form of the model (8) is known in the literature as an
auto-regressive model of order 1 (AR(1) model). Autoregressive
models have been one of the most important tools for modeling
and forecasting of multidimensional time series data, with

ð11Þ

Y ¼ ½a2;m ; a3;m ; . . . ; aT;m 

ð12Þ

We can now rewrite our T  1 simultaneous copies of Eq. (9) in
the simpler form:

Y ¼XW þE

ð13Þ

where E ¼ et;m is a ðT  1Þ  M noise matrix.
Under this Gaussian noise model and the autoregressive model
for time evolution, we ﬁnd that the probability of obtaining the
time course of activities A given a particular W and K is:

pðAjW; KÞ ¼ ð2pÞ

MðT1Þ
2

ðT1Þ=2

ðdet KÞ

i
1 h
 exp  Tr K  ðY  X  WÞT  ðY  X  WÞ
2

ð14Þ

Since the log-likelihood (14) is a quadratic function of the components W mn , the maximum likelihood (ML) solutions W ML and KML
can be easily obtained and are given by

W ML ¼ ðX T  XÞ

1

 XT  Y

ð15Þ

and

ð7Þ

where A0 is the (constant) activity of an outside inﬂuence and W 0m
is the interaction of the outside inﬂuence with motif m, which may
be positive or negative.
The ﬁnal assumption that we will make is that the time points
are spaced densely enough such that, over each time interval, the
solution of the differential equation can be approximated assuming
the right-hand side constant. We then have, for each time point t
and motif m:

At;m  At1;m
;
dt1

and a matrix of ‘‘responses’’, Y, by stacking the row vectors of these
discrete time derivatives from t ¼ 2 . . . T:

ð6Þ

In this equation, the components W mn of matrix W, denote the
strength of the ‘causal’ regulatory interaction from motif m to motif
n. The vector ~
Fð0Þ can be thought of as a constant vector of outside

At;m ¼ At1;m þ dt1

X ¼ ½A1;m ; A2;m ; . . . ; AT1;m :

KML ¼

1
ðY  X  W ML ÞT  ðY  W ML  XÞ
NðN  1Þ

ð16Þ

However, this simple ML solution is unsatisfactory for two reasons. First of all, since there are M 2 possible interactions W mn and
only M  T independent activities At;m , over-ﬁtting is a concern
unless T  M. To control over-ﬁtting, we thus want to introduce
a prior PðWÞ on the interactions and restrict the number of motifs
M that are used in the ﬁtting. Second, in the above equations we
have assumed that the motif activities At;m are known with inﬁnite
precision, whereas in reality the At;m are themselves estimated by
MARA from gene expression measurements.
Instead of inferring the interactions W directly from motif activities, we ultimately are inferring them from a time course of
expression measurement E and use the motif activities A as an
intermediate in this inference. Thus, formally we want to calculate
the likelihood in terms of the expression data E only, i.e. we want
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to calculate PðEjW; KÞ. This likelihood can obtained by marginalizing over the motif activities

PðEjW; KÞ ¼

Z

PðEjAÞPðAjW; KÞdA;

ð17Þ

where the integral is over the activities At;m for all motifs m and
time points t. In the model used by MARA, the likelihood of motif
At at time point t, given a gene expression state Et ,
activity vector ~
is given by a multi-variate Gaussian [1]



1
~ ~
PðEt j~
At Þ ¼ PðEt j~
At Þ exp  ð~
At  ~
At Þ  D1
t  ð At  At Þ ;
2

ð18Þ

where ~
At is the maximum likelihood value of the motif activities,
and Dt is the covariance matrix of motif activities at time t.
Consequently, the probability PðEjAÞ is a multi-variate Gaussian in
terms of all motif activities At;m , so that in principle the integral in
(17) can be performed analytically. Unfortunately, the resulting
expression is a complex function of powers W t of the interaction
matrix W, which cannot be easily optimized.
Thus, instead of performing the integral (17) analytically, we
approximate this integral by sampling a large number, e.g.
R ¼ 100, of ‘replicate’ motif activity time courses ~
At from the distribution (18), and let ARMADA infer the interactions W from the
entire set of R replicate time courses. That is, we write

PðEjW; KÞ ¼

Z

dAPðEjAÞPðAjW; KÞ 

R
1X
PðAr jW; KÞ
R r¼1
#

"
1X
logðPðAr jW; KÞÞ ;
 exp
R r

a

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p

M2

(
exp 

aX
2

)

W 2mn ;

pðKÞ ¼ ðdet KÞ

ð20Þ

m;n

where the parameter a controls how strongly interactions are
penalized. Our tests on a number of datasets indicate that values
in the range a 2 ½1; 5 work well in practice to minimize the deviation between the observed and predicted activities; for the results
reported here we used a ¼ 2. Apart from allowing the user to set
the value of a, we have also implemented a cross-validation scheme
in which one transition t ! t þ 1 is left out, and a is set to maximize
the prediction on this transition. Finally, although not used in the
results presented here, we have also implemented an informative
prior where for each edge ðm; nÞ there is a separate parameter am;n
which can be speciﬁed by the user. The values of am;n can, for example, be set either depending on the occurrence of predicted TFBSs
for motif m in promoters of TFs associated with motif n, i.e. a high
value of am;n whenever there is no known site for motif m, and a
lower value when there are such predicted TFBSs. Alternatively,
ISMARA predicts regulatory interactions from each motif m to the
promoters of TFs associated with motif n, and the chi-squared

Mþ1
2

ð21Þ

over a range in which the likelihood is non-zero. In this case, we
ﬁnd

W ML ¼ ðaI þ X T  XÞ

1

 X T  Y;

ð22Þ

and KML is still given by (16).
Finally, as already noted above, as the number of parameters in
the model grows quadratically with the number of motifs M, it
becomes hard to control over-ﬁtting as the number of motifs
becomes large, and we would thus like to restrict ARMADA to
use only those motifs that are likely key regulators in the process
under study. Indeed, MARA calculates for each motif m an overall
signiﬁcance zm . In particular, for each time point t, the z-statistic
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
zmt ¼ At;m = Dmm calculates how many standard-deviations the
motif is away from zero, i.e. no activity, at time point t, and the
overall z-score zm is deﬁned as

ð19Þ

where the replicate motif activity time courses Ar are sampled from
the distribution (18) and in the last approximation we have
replaced the mean with the geometric mean. It can be shown that,
as long as all replicates have similar likelihood near the global maximum likelihood value of W, this leads to the same maximal likelihood value of W and also to a similar curvature of the likelihood
function near its maximum. This approximation allows us to simply
pass the R replicate time courses to ARMADA and perform the ML
inference as deﬁned above, taking care to scale all log-likelihoods
by a factor 1=R in the end.
To control over-ﬁtting, we assume that the interaction weights
W mn are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and
precision a:

pðWjaÞ ¼

scores of these predicted regulatory interactions can also be used
to set the am;n .
Another parameter controlled by the user is the activity value
A0 of the external source. Since the prior (20) determines the a priori likely values of W, the size of A0 relative to the typical size At;m
for the motifs in the model, determines how likely it is a priori to
couple to an outside source rather than to another motif. In
ARMADA A0 is set to match the highest activity At;m observed
across all motifs and time points. For the precision matrix we use
a simple uninformative prior

zm ¼

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1X 2
z :
T t mt

ð23Þ

The higher zm , the more important the motif is in explaining the
observed gene expression variation across the time course. To
reduce dimensionality, ARMADA uses only the M motifs that have
a z-score over a cut-off, which can be set by the user but is typically
of order zm P 2:0.
2.3. Algorithm output
2.3.1. Evidence score for interactions between regulators
The primary output from the algorithm is a set of Gaussian posterior distributions for each element W m;n of the matrix of interactions W. Each of these posterior distributions is characterized by an
^ m;n and its variance C m;n . To allow a
estimated interaction term W
more simple and concrete interpretation, this distribution is used
to assign a link-conﬁdence z-score to each interaction deﬁned as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ m;n = C m;n , which quantiﬁes how much evidence exists
Z m;n ¼ W
that the coupling W m;n is non-zero, i. e. the evidence that one regulator (be it a TF or a miRNA) inﬂuences another. ARMADA provides a list of all predicted interaction strengths W m;n , sorted by
their signiﬁcance Z m;n .
2.3.2. Graphical representation of the regulatory network
Those signiﬁcant couplings with a high link-conﬁdence z-score
Z m;n can be represented as a network, i.e. a graph, where nodes representing motifs are joined by a directed edge if the absolute value
of the link-conﬁdence z-score is above a certain threshold.
ARMADA automatically generates such graphs for a desired threshold Z c . In addition, the shape of the arrow and the color of the edge
can be used to indicate whether the interaction was activating
^ m;n > 0 or repressing W
^ m;n < 0. See Fig. 2 below for an example
W
of a network inferred by ARMADA.
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Fig. 1. Left panel: the top 5 regulatory motifs, as identiﬁed by ISMARA, for the time course of HUVEC cells treated with TNF. The table shows, for each motif, the motif name, its
z-score zm , the associated TFs, a thumbnail of its motif activity proﬁle, and its sequence logo. Right panel: reverse cumulative distribution of Z scores Z m;n , as calculated by
ARMADA, of all possible interactions among the 19 regulatory motifs with zm > 2. The vertical axis is shown on a log scale and the red line shows an exponential ﬁt to the
initial part of the distribution.

2.3.3. Ability to recapture ISMARA activity dynamics
To further assess the performance of the model, ARMADA ﬁrst
compares the observed discrete-time derivatives at;m with those
predicted by the model, i.e.

atheo
t;m ¼

X
^ m;n A :
W
t1;n

ð24Þ

n

ARMADA provides, for each motif m, a scatter plot of the observations ðatheo
t;m ; at;m Þ (examples are shown in left panels of Fig. 3 below)
and calculates its Pearson correlation coefﬁcient. In the results,
ARMADA provides these correlation coefﬁcients and scatter plots
for each motif.
Secondly, using the predicted motif activity changes atheo
t;m ,
ARMADA constructs a ‘one step’ predicted motif activity proﬁle
by estimating

theo
Aos
t;m ¼ at;m dt1 þ At1;m :

Fig. 2. The core regulatory network of the gene expression dynamics observed in
HUVEC cells upon treatment with TNFa as predicted by application of ARMADA.
Each node corresponds to a regulatory motif and each edge to a predicted causal
regulatory interaction. The intensity of the node’s color corresponds to the overall
signiﬁcance zm of the corresponding motif, and the thickness of the edges
corresponds to the signiﬁcance Z m;n of the regulatory interaction. Activating
interactions are shown in green and repressing interactions are shown in red. The
UFE (unknown functional element) node corresponds to an unknown outside
inﬂuence that drives motif activities consistently up or consistently down across
the time course.

ð25Þ

As explained above, to estimate the interactions W, ARMADA uses R
replicate motif activity time courses At;m and the ARMADA output
reports both the mean and standard-deviation of the
one-step-forward projected time course Aos
t;m . As a heuristic of
ARMADA’s performance, plots are provided that show this predicted motif activity time course side-by-side with the observed
motif activities (middle panels in Fig. 3 below).
2.3.4. Long-term behavior of the predicted dynamics
ARMADA also calculates a ‘forward projected’ motif activity
time course Afp
t;m by starting from the motif activities at the initial
^ i.e.
time point and iterating the matrix W,

It is important to distinguish the regulatory network predicted
by ARMADA from the regulatory network that ISMARA provides in
its results. In ISMARA, the motif m is predicted to target a gene g
when the promoter of g has one or more binding sites for motif
m, and the motif activity of m contributes signiﬁcantly to explaining the mRNA expression proﬁle of g. ISMARA then identiﬁes,
among the target genes of each motif m, those genes that are themselves encoding TFs corresponding to motifs m0 within ISMARA’s
collection of motifs. In this way ISMARA also provides a regulatory
network with edges from motifs m to m0 , where the edge m ! m0
indicates that the activity of motif m contributes to explaining
the mRNA level of a TF associated with motif m0 . In contrast, in
ARMADA’s network an edge from motif m to m0 indicates that
the motif activity of m at time t, contributes to explaining the motif
activity of m0 at time point t þ 1.

fp
Afp
t;m ¼ At1;m þ dt1

X fp
^ n;m :
At1;n W

ð26Þ

n

The ARMADA output also reports both the mean and
standard-deviation of this long-term forward-projected time course
Afp
t;m , again side-by-side with the observed motif activity dynamics
At;m (right panels of Fig. 3 below). Regarding the long-term
forward-projected time course, it should be noted that a poor correspondence between the predicted and observed motif activities
using this method does not necessarily mean that the predicted
interactions are unreliable. This method of propagating forward in
time from an initial observation is of course very sensitive to the
initial activities A1;m used, and ﬂuctuations in A1;m may be ampliﬁed

as t increases, so that Afp
t;m may not be close to At;m for large t.
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Fig. 3. Motif activities for some of the top regulatory factors, as inferred by ISMARA and modeled by ARMADA. The rows correspond, from top to bottom, to the motifs NFjB,
XBP1, E2F, miR-129, and TBP. The left panels show a scatter plot of the ARMADA predicted motif activity changes at consecutive time points (horizontal axis) against the
observed motif activity changes (vertical axis). The middle panels show the ARMADA one step predicted activity proﬁles and the right panels the ARMADA forward projected
activity proﬁles (red curves). The observed motif activity proﬁles are shown as the blue curves. The error bars correspond to standard deviations across 100 samples of the
posterior probability of motif activities, as inferred by ISMARA.
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However, it may still be that the W m;n provides a good time-domain
update between most of the at;m for t > 1.

3. Results
To illustrate ARMADA’s performance we applied it to a time series of gene expression measurements of human umbilical vein
endothelial cells (HUVECs) that were treated with tumor necrosis
factor (TNF, also known as TNF-alpha). We previously analyzed this
dataset with ISMARA [1]. Messenger RNA expression was measured every 15 min for the ﬁrst 4 h after treatment, and every
30 min for the next 4 h after that [41]. As is well-known, TNF treatment causes an inﬂammatory response in HUVEC cells, and since
innate immunity and inﬂammation have been the subject of
intense study, much is known about the regulation of this process,
allowing us to compare ARMADA’s predictions with knowledge
from the literature.
As discussed previously [1], ISMARA successfully identiﬁed the
known key regulators of this inﬂammatory response and Fig. 1
shows the top 5 motifs identiﬁed by ISMARA, together with their
signiﬁcance zm , a thumbnail of their motif activity proﬁle across
the time course, and their sequence logo (left panel). The complete
ISMARA results on this dataset are available at ismara.unibas.
ch/supp/dataset3/ismara_report. In total ISMARA identiﬁed 19
motifs with zm > 2 and we selected these motifs for further analysis with ARMADA. The full results of the ARMADA analysis on this
dataset are available at ismara.unibas.ch/supp/dataset3/ismara_report/armada. Since ARMADA allows each motif to be regulated by
an unknown functional element (UFE), corresponding to A0 in Eq.
(7), which provides a constant driving force across the time course,
there are 20  19 ¼ 380 possible regulatory interactions that
ARMADA considers for this dataset.
The right panel of Fig. 1 shows the reverse cumulative distribution of interaction z-scores Z m;n that ARMADA calculated for all 380
possible regulatory interactions. As shown by the ﬁtted red line, at
low signiﬁcances the z-scores are roughly exponentially distributed, while for z-scores above approximately 3 the curve
breaks away from this exponential and shows an enrichment of
interactions with much higher z-scores. Fig. 2 shows the core regulatory network for the HUVEC time course, as inferred by
ARMADA, retaining all regulatory links with Z m;n P 3. In Fig. 3
below, the motif activities as inferred by ISMARA, and as modeled
by ARMADA, are shown for some of the most important motifs.
Before discussing the biological signiﬁcance of the inferred network, we ﬁrst mention a technical point. We have noticed that
ARMADA consistently infers negative regulatory interactions of
motifs on themselves. This is likely due to the fact that ISMARA’s
motif activities are already normalized to the average activity
across the time course, such that an activity At;m ¼ 0 corresponds
not to zero activity of the motif, but rather an activity equal to
its time average. Positive motif activities are thus upward deviations from this average, and negative motif activities downward
variations. The negative self-interactions likely reﬂect the fact that,
due to this normalization, deviations generally tend to shrink as
time increases, and they generally ensure that the motif activities
stay bounded with time. For visual clarity we omitted these
self-interactions from the network picture in Fig. 2.
The predicted core network has a hierarchical structure, so the
nodes in Fig. 2 are placed such that the causal ﬂow roughly runs
from top to bottom in the ﬁgure. We see that, at the top of the ﬁgure is the UFE, which represents an outside inﬂuence that drives
motif activities either consistently upward or downward across
the time course. This UFE likely reﬂects the direct effects of TNF
and the signaling pathways that it activates. The most signiﬁcantly
activated regulatory motifs are, in order of signiﬁcance, NFjB, IRF,

STAT4/6, PRDM1, NR2F2, TBP, and XBP1, whereas miR-19 and E2F
are downregulated by the UFE. We will ﬁrst discuss the activated
motifs.
By far the most signiﬁcant and most strongly regulated motifs
are NFjB (bound by the complex NFKB1/REL/RELA) and the IRF
motif which is bound by multiple interferon response regulators.
Indeed it is well-known that these regulators are key drivers of
the inﬂammatory response [42]. In addition, ARMADA predicts that
NFjB directly activates IRF and this interaction is conﬁrmed by the
literature [43]. Interestingly, ARMADA also predicts that IRF and
NFjB both activate the downstream regulator PRDM1 (also known
as BLIMP-1), which is an important developmental regulator in the
B-cell and T-cell lineages. A literature search reveals that, indeed,
there is evidence from other systems that PRDM1 is targeted by
NFjB as well as several IRF factors [44,45]. That there is a general
cross-talk between IRF and PRDM1 is further supported by the fact
that these TFs can compete for binding to target sites on the DNA at
a subset of their target genes [46].
Another upregulated motif is the motif bound by the STAT2,
STAT4, and STAT6 TFs. From the mRNA expression data it is clear
that, in this system, it is mostly STAT4 and STAT6 that are upregulated and these factors are indeed known to play a crucial role in
the inﬂammatory response and the associated cytokine signaling
[47].
In contrast to the previous regulators, relatively little is known
about the role of NR2F2 and TATA-binding protein (TBP) in the
inﬂammatory response. NR2F2 binds to the regulatory motif that
is also bound by NR2F1 and HNF4A, but the mRNA expression in
this system makes clear that NR2F2 is the crucial factor here and
that it likely acts as a repressor (see ismara.unibas.ch/supp/dataset3/ismara_report/pages/HNF4A_NR2F1,2.p2).
NR2F2
(also
known as COUP-TFII) is known to play a crucial role in lymph vessel differentiation [48] and has recently been reported to, in a different context, regulate genes involved in inﬂammation [49]. These
observations together are consistent with ARMADA’s prediction
that NR2F2 plays an important role in the inﬂammatory response
in HUVEC cells. ARMADA also predicts that NR2F2 directly regulates KLF12, which is a novel prediction as far as we are aware.
The role of TATA-binding protein in the inﬂammatory response
in HUVEC cells is currently unclear. Although its activity is quickly
upregulated in the ﬁrst hour, the mRNA levels of TBP appear to be
decreasing. This would imply TBP acts as a repressor in this system,
which is at odds with current knowledge about the role of TBP. It is
conceivable that, rather than TBP itself, the activity of the TBP regulatory motif is mediated by cofactors or, more generally, by the
chromatin state of the promoters that contain TATA boxes, which
are known to represent a special class of mammalian promoters.
Indeed, it was recently found that Immediate/Early genes in the
inﬂammatory response are characterized by having TATA-boxes
[50]. Our literature search suggests that ARMADA’s prediction that
TBP upregulates XBP1 is also novel.
XBP1 is the ﬁnal motif predicted to be externally upregulated
and it is indeed known to be a key regulator in the inﬂammatory
response. XBP1 is the main regulator of ER stress and the unfolded
protein response (UPR) [51] and UPR is known to be a general characteristic of the inﬂammatory response resulting from TNF activation [52,53]. XBP1 activity thus likely reﬂects the general activation
of the UPR.
An interesting prediction made by ARMADA is that there is
direct cross-talk between NFjB and XBP1, with the most signiﬁcant prediction being that XBP1 downregulates NFjB. Notably,
XBP1 is upregulated rather late in the time course, and its upregulation coincides with the leveling off of NFjB motif activity (see
Fig. 3). Indeed, there is recent evidence in the literature for direct
cross-talk between NFjB and XBP1 in breast cancer [54].
Moreover, several studies have shown that the UPR can attenuate
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the inﬂammatory response mediated by NFjB [55–57], supporting
the feedback of XPB1 on NFjB.
This brings us to the part of the network that is negatively regulated by external inﬂuences, starting from the external negative
regulation of miR-19 and E2F, and including the downstream
effects on miR-129, ELF1, and KLF12. Of these motifs, E2F is predicted to be by far the most signiﬁcant. E2F is a complex regulatory
motif that is bound by the family of E2F TFs, which includes both
activators and suppressors that are involved in regulating various
checkpoints in the cell cycle. In previous analysis with ISMARA
we have found that E2F activity tends to reﬂect the proliferate state
of the cells, with increased E2F activity reﬂecting increased proliferation [1]. Since E2F is down-regulated across the time course
(Fig. 3), this may thus reﬂect progressive cell cycle arrest.
However, of all E2F family members, it is the expression of E2F8
that most closely resembles the E2F motif activity, suggesting that
E2F motif activity may reﬂect the activity of E2F8, which is known
to respond to DNA damage [58]. Moreover, TNF is known to induce
DNA damage during an inﬂammatory response [59]. Together
these observations suggest that at least part of the E2F motif activity may reﬂect a response to DNA damage, and indeed among the
predicted targets of E2F in ISMARA genes involved in DNA repair
are over-represented (ismara.unibas.ch/supp/dataset3/ismara_
report/pages/E2F1..5.p2).
According to ARMADA’s predictions, E2F activity is involved in
cross-talk with XBP1 and two miRNAs in the ‘repressive’ branch
of the regulatory network. The most upstream of these miRNAs
is miR-19 whose activity is down-regulated across the time course
meaning that the targets of miR-19 are progressively
down-regulated (Fig. 3). This implies that miR-19 is itself upregulated over the time course. Indeed, miR-19 is upregulated in
inﬂammatory response and it has been found that miR-19 expression enhances the inﬂammatory response by down-regulating a
number of repressors of NFjB [60]. Although it is not known that
miR-19 directly targets E2F factors, miR-19 is part of the
miR-17-92 cluster which is known to be involved in a regulatory
feedback loop with E2F factors and proliferation [61,62].
The other miRNA predicted to interact with E2F is miR-129.
miR-129’s activity drops quickly in the ﬁrst 45 min of the time
course, and subsequently slowly recovers. This again implies that
miR-129 is sharply upregulated in the initial phase. Indeed,
miR-129 has been previously reported to be upregulated during
an innate immune response [63]. ARMADA predicts E2F to regulate
miR-129 activity and, at a lower z-score of about 2, ARMADA also
predicts miR-129 to negatively effect E2F activity. That miR-129
negatively affects proliferation and directly target E2F TFs is conﬁrmed in the literature [64,65]. ARMADA additionally predicts that
miR-129 targets ELF1,2,4 and KLF12. Indeed, both ELF1 and KLF12
are predicted targets of miR-129 [35]. It may seem
counter-intuitive that miR-129 is predicted to activate KLF12 since
micro-RNAs generally act as repressors. However, the prediction is
that miR-129 positively affects the activity of KLF12. Since KLF12 is
known to be a repressor, this implies that miR-129 activity negatively impacts on the expression of KLF12.
In summary, ARMADA’s core regulatory network recapitulates
much that is known about the inﬂammatory response in endothelial cells, and a remarkable number of predicted links are supported by literature evidence. In addition, ARMADA predicts a
substantial number of novel regulatory interactions that would
be of interest for targeted experimental follow-up.
A further heuristic evaluation of ARMADA’s performance can be
obtained by comparing the observed motif activity dynamics, i.e.
the motif activities inferred by ISMARA, to those predicted by
ARMADA’s dynamical model. The left panels of Fig. 3 show scatter
plots of the predicted motif activity changes from one time step to
the next against the observed motif activity changes for a few
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selected motifs. We see that the predicted motif activity changes
generally correlate well with the observed changes.
Consequently, the one-step projected motif activity proﬁles tend
to closely follow the observed motif activity proﬁles (middle
panels of Fig. 3).
Strikingly, the forward projected motif activity proﬁles, i.e. the
motif activity dynamics obtained by solving ARMADA’s inferred
model forward in time, using only the initial motif activities at
the ﬁrst time point as a starting condition, show a remarkable
match to the observed activity proﬁles. This close match not only
applies to motifs showing a simple up- or down-regulation, but
also to motifs showing more complex time dynamics. The fact that
ARMADA is able to recreate these complex time dynamics using
only a limited number of interactions further suggests the validity
of the inferred interactions. ARMADA’s full predictions, including
networks at different cut-offs on the z-score, as well as all predicted motif activity proﬁles for all motifs, can be viewed at
ismara.unibas.ch/supp/dataset3/ismara_report/armada.
Finally, to make ARMADA easily available to any researcher in
possession of time course gene expression data, we have implemented ARMADA as an extension of our ISMARA webserver. As
we have described previously [1], users can perform automated
ISMARA analysis of gene expression data by simply uploading
raw gene expression data to our webserver at ismara.unibas.ch.
Once the ISMARA analysis has been performed, the results page
includes a button for automatically performing ARMADA analysis
on the results. The only thing the user has to specify is the order
of the time points, and the assignment of replicate numbers
when there are replicate time courses. All results are displayed
within our graphical web interface and including networks and
motif activity plots exactly as those presented in the ﬁgures in
this paper.

4. Discussion
Analysis of genome-wide gene expression data is one of the
most promising approaches for inferring gene regulatory networks
and we have here discussed how motif activity response analysis
(MARA), by leveraging TF binding site predictions to model gene
expression in terms of regulatory motif activities, can simultaneously reduce the dimensionality of the inference problem, while
retaining the ability to give speciﬁc mechanistic interpretations
that can be directly experimentally validated. A substantial number of recent applications of MARA conﬁrm that it successfully
identiﬁes key regulators and their regulatory roles across a wide
range of mammalian systems. In this paper we have further
extended this methodology by introducing ARMADA, which infers
causal regulatory interactions between the regulators from time
course measurements.
Of course, both MARA and ARMADA make a large number of
hugely simplifying assumptions about the genome-wide gene regulatory networks, and ignore many factors that are known to be
crucial to a full understanding of gene expression regulation, such
as regulation of protein stability, post-translational modiﬁcations,
protein localization within the cell, the local chromatin state of
the DNA and DNA accessibility, interaction of regulators with
co-factors, and so on. In fact, it is clear that gene regulatory networks are extremely complex and, in all likelihood, we are currently aware of only a tiny sliver of the genome-wide molecular
interactions that impact on gene regulation. As such, we do not
pretend that either MARA or ARMADA are able to explain even a
moderate fraction of the expression changes which occur, even if
perfectly noiseless data at high sampling rates were available.
The main aims of MARA and ARMADA are to provide experimental
researchers with ways to generate plausible hypotheses that can
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be investigated by targeted experimental work. Recent applications of MARA strongly suggest that it successfully identiﬁes key
regulators ab initio and the results presented here suggest that
ARMADA is a valuable extension that makes plausible hypotheses
about the ways in which regulators causally affect each other’s
activities.
We note that, as ARMADA provides an explicit formula for predicting motif activities forward in time, it is straight forward to
make in silico predictions about the effects of perturbing the
expression of a particular regulator. For example, ARMADA could
easily predict the expected effects of the knock-out of a particular
TF or the interruption of one TF–TF interaction. This will be especially valuable to prioritize which validation experiments are most
likely to be informative about regulatory network structure and
function.
The speciﬁc assumptions that ARMADA makes suggest that it
will likely be most effective on data-sets in which the time
points are sampled densely enough such that motif activity
changes are relatively small from one time point to the next.
In addition, the assumption that external inﬂuences are approximately constant over the time course is likely most appropriate
for systems in which the external conditions are held relatively
constant.
There are several ways in which ARMADA can be further
extended. Probably the most important of these is the incorporation of speciﬁc prior information regarding regulatory interactions that are more or less plausible and a major advantage of
our Bayesian frame work is that such ‘informative priors’ can
be easily incorporated. For example, instead of a constant precision a in the prior of each putative interaction W m;n , we can
easily give independent precisions am;n depending on the prior
information that regulator m may target regulator n, e.g. through
the existence of binding sites for regulator m in the promoter of
the gene of regulator n, or through ISMARA’s prediction that
motif m targets a promoter of a TF associated with motif n.
Indeed, we have already implemented such a scheme in
ARMADA, allowing users to specify a matrix of prior parameters
am;n . However, at the time of completion of this manuscript we
were still experimenting with different ways for setting the am;n
in terms of TFBS and ISMARA target predictions, and we intend
to report on a speciﬁc approach to setting informative priors in
a future publication. Further in the future we intend to also provide meta-analysis of the interactions W m;n across multiple
data-sets. That is, since the gene regulatory networks are ultimately hard-coded into the genome through the constellations
of regulatory sites, we expect the same interactions W m;n to reappear across different systems and conditions. Another possible
extension is to relax the assumption that outside inﬂuences are
constant in time by, for example, allowing them to ﬂuctuate over
time, or to only exist for a fraction of the time course. In some
situations we may have speciﬁc prior information about the time
dependence of the driving forces and these could be directly
incorporated in the model.
One of the ultimate goals of modeling gene regulatory networks
is to understand how the genome-wide regulatory interactions
implement the gene expression ‘attractors’ corresponding to different cell types in cellular eukaryotes. That is, we imagine that the
interactions between regulators that shape gene expression
dynamics as cells move from one state to another are ultimately
also responsible for stabilizing the gene expression states of discrete cell types against perturbations. From this point of view it
would be extremely interesting to compare the regulatory interactions that ARMADA infers from time course data, with regulatory
interactions that can be inferred from the ﬂuctuations in gene
expression across single cells of a given cell type.
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